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Brand New Book. Kids Meet the Snakes features snakes from all
around the world, from the common garter found in many
backyards to the fearsome Egyptian Cobra, with each snake
showcased on a full-color 2-page spread complete with die cut.
The text is written as an inviting and intimate 1st person
introduction from each snake species directly to the reader,
instantly drawing kids in and enticing them to want to learn
more. Each spread also features fun facts about the species
including its habitat, food sources, and typical daily activities.
They re ssssspectacular, ssssspooky, and just a little bit sssscary,
they re snakes, and in this newest addition to the popular Kids
Meet series, readers will come face to face with them on a
personal level. Each 2-page spread will feature a different
species of snake from around the world, with beautiful photos
by famed nature photographer Chris Mattison. More than 40
different types of snakes, from the mundane garter to the lethal
viper will be introduced, including: Tropical rattlesnake,
Boomslang, Green mamba, Egyptian cobra, Puff adder, Gaboon
viper, and...
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Very useful for all group of people. It is amongst the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been written
in an extremely straightforward way and it is just right a er i finished reading through this pdf by which basically
modified me, change the way i think.
-- Felicia  Nikola us-- Felicia  Nikola us

These sorts of ebook is the ideal book o ered. It can be writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i advised this publication to understand.
-- Mr . Aleja ndr in Mur phy PhD-- Mr . Aleja ndr in Mur phy PhD
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